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MATHEMATICS
(211)

TUTOR MARKED ASSIGNMENT

Max. Marks : 20

(i)
Note: All questions are compulsory. The marks allowed for each question are given at

same place.

(ii)

Write your name, enrolment number, AI name and subject on the top of the first
page of the answer sheet.

Answer any one of the following questions.

(a)

A circular park of 28m diameter has been constructed. A 3.5m circular track outside has been
developed along the park. Using algebraic formulae, find the area of the track around the
park. (See Lesson-20 and 4)

(b)

In the adjoining figure express the area of the shaded region as the product of two binomials.

(Mathematics)
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(See Lesson-4)

Answer any one of the following questions.

(a) 'n'  m 
(5x-10)0 (3x+60)0

In the figure, the parallel lines   and m are cut by a transversal n. If angle 1 and angle 2 are
(5x-10)0 and (3x+60)0 respectively, then find the measures of angle 1 and angle 2.

(See Lesson-10)
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(b) CFD HFG DG =
16 F, DG 

(i) CD GH CFD
CFD HFG 

(ii) F,CH CH = DG CFD HFG

Alok is planning a garden in triangular sections in which CFD and HFG to be congruent. F
is the midpoint of DG and DG = 16 m.

(i) Suppose CD and GH each measure 4m and the measure of angle CFD is 300. Determine
whether CFD and HFG are congruent. Justify your answer.

(ii) If F is the midpoint of CH and CH = DG. Determine whether CFD and HFG are
congruent. Justify your answer. (See Lesson-11)

Answer any one of the following questions.

(a)

(Mathematics)
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At a particular time, the shadow of a man of 170cm height is 204cm on the ground. At the
same time and on the same ground, the shadow of a pole is 600cm. Find the height of the pole.

(See Lesson-23)

(b)

The length of a rectangle is 12 m more than twice the width. The area of the rectangle is 320
square m. Write an equation that can be used to find the length and width of the rectangle. Also
find the dimensions of the rectangle. (See Lesson-6)

Answer any one of the following questions.

(a) P DEF EH, DF DH = 9cm,
DG = 7.5cm, EP = 8cm DE = FE FH, EH, PH DEF 

In the figure below, P is the centroid of DEF, EH is perpendicular to DF. If DH = 9 cm, DG
= 7.5 cm, EP = 8 cm, and DE = FE. Find the length of FH, EH, PH and the perimeter of

DEF. (See Lesson-12)

(b)
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A builder plans to sale of flats each for Cash Rs. 30,00,000 or Rs. 10,31,600 cash down
payment and three equal quarterly instalments. If the rate of the interest is 10% per annum
compounded quarterly, compute the value of each instalment under the instalment scheme.
Also find the total interest. (See Lesson-9)

Answer any one of the following questions.

(a) (i) & (ii) 

Critically observe the following figures (i) & (ii) and find the area of shaded partion of the two
figures.

(b) ABC DEF
ABC DEF DEF

The length of three sides of triangle ABC are 6 cm, 4 cm, and 9 cm.  Triangle DEF is similar to
triangle ABC. The length of one of the sides of triangle DEF is 36 cm. What is the greatest
perimeter possible for triangle DEF? (See Lesson-14)

Prepare any one project out of the given below.

(a)

(Mathematics)
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(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv) (iii)

Observe any one-day cricket match to be held in 2016. Prepare a project report indicating
comparision of the performance of the two teams with respect to:
(i) Team-wise average score per over.
(ii) Run-rate of individual bowler and identify the most economy bowler of this match.
(iii) Prepare teamwise grouped frequency distribution tables, showing the number of overs

as class interval and corresponding scores as frequencies.
(iv) Represent the above frequency distribution tables (Part-iii) with the help of bar graph.

(See Lesson-24 and 25)

(b)

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Conduct the survey of 50 households from the locality / village, where you reside, regarding
population.
(i) Present the data in tabular form taking adequate size of class interval of house holds and

the number of members.
(ii) Calculate the average family size and represent the data in histogram.
(iii) How many families are above / below the average family size?(See Lesson-24 and 25)

(Mathematics)
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